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 Compulsory  

Rental Rate 

The daily rental charge noted on the Rental Agreement for each rental day.  
The extra hours rate shown on the Rental Agreement is charged for each 
full or partial hour in excess of a full Rental Day until the amount reaches 
the cap on the daily rental charge. 

 

Kilometre Rate 
If a limit on distance applies, the daily kilometre allowance will be shown on 
your Rental Agreement. If you exceed this daily allowance, a charge may 
apply for the distance covered. 

 

Location Fee 
Additional fee at certain locations (e.g. airports and downtown locations). 
This fee is a flat fee as shown on the Rental Agreement.  

 

Young Renter 
An Age Surcharge will apply for all drivers, whether Additional Authorised 
Drivers or on the rental agreement, who are aged between 18-20yrs $20 per day 

 

 Optional  

Hertz Toll Pass 
A standard fee added to your rental to cover all tolls that you may incur 
whilst using the vehicle on North Island roads (there are no toll roads in the 
South Island). 

$7.50 incl. 
GST per 
rental 

Additional 
Driver 

A standard fee for each additional driver added to your rental, advised at 
the time of reservation. 

$5.50 incl. 
GST per 
person, per 
day 

One Way Fee 

May apply if you return the vehicle to a location different from the start 
location. For example, if the vehicle is not returned to the place agreed, we 
may charge you our reasonable expenses and relocation costs incurred in 
recovering the vehicle (based on the relocation distance), together with 
additional charges for lost rental hire.  You will be advised at the time of 
reservation if you are permitted to return the vehicle to a different location 
and if so, any applicable fee. 

 

After Hours 
Fee 

May apply if you request that your vehicle be available for collection 
outside a Hertz location’s opening hours. You will be advised of the charge 
at the time of the request. 

$57.50 incl 
GST per 
hire 

Card 
Surcharge 

A percentage rate noted on the Rental Agreement of any amount charged 
to a Card. 

2.53% incl 
GST per 
rental 

 

 Total  

Estimated 
Rental Charges 

Your total estimated charges lists the rental rate, discounts and applicable 
kilometre charges at the start of the rental excluding GST. Charges are 
‘estimated’ because they exclude any potential fuel or other charges you 
may incur through your use of the vehicle during your rental. 

 

Subtotal Your subtotal before any applicable fees are applied.  

Total 
Estimated 
Rental Charges 

Total of all estimated charges including GST.  

 
 

 Fuel  

Refuelling 
Price 

If you don’t fill up the vehicle on return, we will charge you a price per litre 
to fill the tank, as specified on the Rental Agreement. 
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 Vehicle Condition  

 
External 
Damage 
Assessment 
Fee 

Damage assessment fee charged to Hertz by an external damage 
assessor. 

$74.15 incl. 
GST 

 

 Vehicle Use  

Processing Fee 

 
Charge to cover the cost of dealing with charges and penalties, such as 
traffic parking and speeding fines, private parking charges, tolls and 
penalties.  

$28.75 incl. 
GST 

Breakdown or 
Roadside 
Assistance 

If the driver is at fault this charge covers the cost of providing breakdown or 
roadside assistance.  If the driver is at fault any towing costs will be on charged 
you 

Based on 
time & 
location of 
call out 

 

 Early/Late Return/Cancellation  

Late Return 
Fee 

May apply if you committed to a rental term, then returned the vehicle late 
without our agreement. You may be charged an extra day’s rental for each 
24 hour period entered into following the return time at then current rental 
rates, although you are allowed a ‘grace period’ of  
 
• 0 to 59 minutes late: no charge 
• 60 minutes to one day late: daily rental charge for that vehicle for each 
additional day (or any part thereof) vehicle is returned late and you may 
also be charged a late return fee of up to $100 per day. We reserve the 
right to make this charge to compensate us for our inability to rent your 
vehicle to others as you have failed to return the vehicle at the end of the 
rental term.   

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 


